INSTRUCTIONS

- Top lanes advance right roll-up values.
- Making 5 thru 9 advances bonus multipliers and lites add a ball.
- Bonus multipliers apply to outhole bonus and wheel score values.
- Making 5 thru 9 2nd time lites lane special and right roll-up.
- Right outlane lites for special when 10 thru Ace special lite is lit.
- **EXTRA BALL:**
  - 2 extra balls for 5 thru 9 in sequence.
  - 1 extra ball for 5 thru 9 when lit.
  - 1 extra ball for 10 thru Ace when lit.
  - 1 extra ball thru bottom lanes when lit.
  - 1 extra ball thru right roll-up lane when lit.
  - 1 extra ball for 10 thru Ace in sequence.
  - 1 extra ball for making 4 Jokers.
- **SACRIFICE BUTTON:** Sacrifice button located on left side of cabinet. When sacrifice lite is flashing player has the option of subtracting 25,000 points for each card out of sequence to restore top lane sequence.
- **TILT PENALTY – Ball in play**
1 OR 2 CAN PLAY

SPEAKEASY
FOR AMUSEMENT ONLY

1 REPLAY FOR EACH SCORE OF 1,000,000 POINTS
1 REPLAY FOR EACH SCORE OF 1,500,000 POINTS

5 BALLS PER GAME

3 REPLAYS FOR BEATING HIGH SCORE TO DATE
1 REPLAY FOR MATCHING LAST TWO SCORES NUMBER WITH MATCH NUMBER

5 BALLS PER GAME
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